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What's to Offer?
A real gem of a home awaits your family; it’s peaceful and quiet and feels safe and secure at the top of Higher Shady Lane. This detached four bedroom home has
ample space for all family members... there’s a downstairs bedroom with a wet room, (ideal for a teenager or elderly relative wishing to live with independence)
and an outdoor snug to escape to and enjoy some ‘me’ time, what more could you wish for?! The house benefits from solar panelling, OWL Intuition smart
heating control, CCTV, an alarm system and even has the potential to be extended up above the downstairs bedroom. Oh and did we mention there is NO
CHAIN!

Welcome to 81 Higher Shady Lane
Park up on the driveway with ample space for the families cars, walled and fully encased with quirky twisted wrought iron railings.... this is simply the start of
the bold style laced throughout the home. Sensor lighting illuminates the sheltered canopy at your front door and welcomes you in.

Step Inside
Open up the glossy black front door and find yourself in the hallway. The first double bedroom is located immediately to your left, ideal for privacy and a sense
of separate living. A trio of windows light up the room and there is ample storage in the integrated cream wardrobes teamed with long chrome handles. The
adjoining wet room has a feature ocean blue mosaic wall and rain head shower. Back to the hall and a handy WC is located opposite the bedroom, servicing the
living quarters and also visiting guests.
The layout to the downstairs is circular and truly encourages a sociable atmosphere throughout. Head into the lounge with its huge bay window, a fantastic size
room for the kids to get their toys out, they are going to love this layout!
From the lounge, through the double doors and emerge into the contemporary open plan kitchen and dining area. Vibrant splashes of ruby red add drama and
contrast with the glossy black accents... the seriously edgy vibe keeps the home interesting and injects a real WOW factor for guests. The kitchen is a chef’s
paradise, every single appliance (yes even that juicing machine you have never used!) will have a home as there is SO much storage! Corian countertops are under
lit with mood lighting, creating a relaxed atmosphere as your dish simmers away on the Montpellier seven ring hob and oven. You will also make use of the Neff
microwave, integrated fridge and dishwasher, and space for an American style fridge freezer. In the morning the family can pull up a stool together at the pendant
lit breakfast bar and enjoy the morning sunlight pouring in from the vaulted ceiling, which boasts two huge automatic Velux ceiling windows.
Adjacent to the kitchen is a cosy snug area ideal for your guests to relax in as you cook, or perhaps for watching your favourite guilty pleasures... no more fighting
over the remote! The dining table has been located just next to this in the garden room, displaying full views of the gardens greenery.
Continue through to the hall, grip the black banister as you head up the stairs dressed in quirky striped carpet, your further three bedrooms are on this level. One
double is to the back overlooking the garden, containing handy integrated wardrobes and a dressing table. The double to the front has fully integrated wardrobes,
bedside tables, and a dressing table with a circular light up mirror to pamper yourself. The last bedroom is a single and is a fantastic office space or nursery,
currently it houses integrated storage and a desk.
The main bathroom is packed with iridescence and glam- blue and black mosaic walls twinkle and enhance the blue glitter fleck on the black flooring. Choose
between a walk in glass shower with a rain head, or the deep bath tub. Star effect lighting is dotted around creating the ultimate relaxing atmosphere for you to
unwind in.

The Outdoor Space
Out through the double doors in the kitchen and you are in the wonderful, low maintenance garden. Privacy is high and attained by the soaring woodland trees
behind the gardens fencing. Stone flagging showcases the sun-circle, which would be a wonderful spot for your bistro set, to enjoy an Al-fresco lunch in the
afternoon sun. The garden is securely enclosed ensuring safety for both pets and children, with little seating areas for you all to enjoy the fresh air together. Step
up to the summer house... a real treasure in the garden and the perfect den for a little getaway for an hour or two! It has a heater, lighting and electricity and was
built for comfort.

In a Nutshell
The current owner describes living here as ‘’a great family home, brilliant for parties and there’s a real sense of privacy in the cul-de-sac. Just a few steps away
you are in The Jumbles to enjoy lovely walks in’’.
This home won’t be on the market for long so you need to be fast!

On your Doorstep
Higher Shady Lane is located on a private road in Bromley Cross, No 81 sits quietly at the bottom of the cul-de-sac. Fabulous countryside is literally on the
doorstep including The Jumbles Country park. Excellent local schools are close by including Eagley Primary, Canon Slade and Turton High School which are just a
short stroll away. Bromley Cross train station couldn't be easier to get to, just a short walk to the platform with direct access to Manchester City centre, Bolton,
and Clitheroe.
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